FOREWORD
elcome to 11th IEEE International Conference on Developments in eSystems Engineering
DeSE2018 in Cambridge. A decade on from the 1st DeSE conference in 2008 we have been
witness to enormous accomplishments in eSystems engineering and creating effective and
sophisticated solutions to a wide range of real-life applications. These have had a wider and deeper
impact on most aspects of human life. As a result we have observed an increased interest in this rapidly
evolving field, which has also triggered a further spectrum of innovation and research development in the
main components of eSystems and its challenges in transferring the services and facilities safely and
securely into state of the art internet technologies.
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During the 10th conference held in Paris in 2017 it was recognised that the core of eSystems’ success
have been built on the development of smart sensors, data science and the Internet of Everything, and
hence these form the main themes in this year conference. Smart sensors in form of wireless sensors
networks have now become an integral part of everyday life so that it is difficult to imagine many area
such as health monitoring, agriculture and manufacturing without them. The well-known example is
continuous monitoring of vulnerable patients, such as elderly people with dementia by using a network of
wireless sensors. There are 2 tracks in DeSE2018 that address latest research issues and trends in the
design and engineering of smart sensors and wireless sensor networks. Furthermore, the ever increasing
size of large data sets require new techniques from Data Science to deal with heterogeneity, volume,
adaptive clustering and classification, and rapid analysis of the generated data. There are 4 tracks in this
year conference that are specialised to disseminate and discuss new research findings and ideas in this
emerging field and its application in Health alongside existing challenges in its security. The track on the
Internet of Everything provides the opportunities to debate many recent research challenges on the topic.
With evolving eSystems, many industries are now required to renovate and update their processes in
order to catch up with latest developments. One such important industry within the UK is Nuclear. As
result there are 2 new topics this year i.e., “eSystems in Nuclear Energy” and “Sustainable Engineering
and Environmental Technologies”.
Building upon the success and dissemination of research of previous conferences, DeSE 2018 presents
traditional tracks such as “eSystem Engineering”, “eLearning & Enterprise”, “Advanced Robotics”,
“eSystem Optimisation & Security” and “eRobotics & AI”. An industrial panel and three keynote speakers
cover a range of relevant, innovative topics that promise to be exciting and thoroughly engaging. The
standard and breadth of this year’s accepted papers is exceptional, validating the importance of the
continual availability of DeSE as a major event and forum for the promotion and discussion of e-Systems
development. DeSE 2018 provides authors with an outstanding opportunity for networking and presenting
their work at an international conference. Moreover, Cambridge offers an especially attractive opportunity
for professional discussion, socialising and sightseeing.
We would like to thank the speakers and session chairs for their time and effort, and the authors for their
contribution to an excellent programme. We hope that you enjoy DeSE 2018 and have a great time in
Cambridge, UK.
On behalf of all organisers of DeSE 2018:

Majeed Soufian and Hadi Heidari
General Chair and Co-Chair of DeSE2018

General Chair | Dr Majeed Soufian
Dr Majeed Soufian (MIEEE) has a history of successful research collaboration
alongside a commitment to teaching and development of young researchers
and PhD students. His research collaborations include both academic,
industrial and government agency partners.
Dr Soufian has published with others over 70 research articles in international
conferences and journals with a research interest in eSystem engineering,
computer science and software, robotics, machine learning and AI with
applications in modelling, control, autonomous vehicle navigation, data
science, pharmaceutical, medical microbiology, health, nuclear and so on. He
has reviewed articles for many scientific publications for Chapman & Hall,
SAGE, Elsevier, ACS publication, Sciedu press and sits on the International Editorial Review Board of
Artificial Intelligence Research (AIR), and International Programme and Steering Committees of
"Developments in eSystems Engineering". His reputation and network of international collaboration has
led to chairing of many tracks and special sessions in international conferences such IEEE International
Symposium in Industrial Electronics 2017 and IEEE Sensors 2017 (Smart Living focused session). He
has had and been involved in a grant portfolio of over £1.3M funded by major research councils, DTI,
industrial partners and universities.
Dr Soufian also holds a number of international patents which were exploited in the design and
development of Biocypher system software architecture for rapid typing and identification of pathogens
based on machine learning and AI. Furthermore he was the founder and technical director of Claydon
Bioinformatics Ltd a R&D spinout company/SME for which he successfully secured a GBP490K DTI
SMART grant award as PI and grant holder for the same day identification of MRSA project with an
estimated total budget of over GBP 1.1M.
His industrial experience also includes establishing and managing an industrial R&D group for design and
development of an electro-optic sensor for semi-automatic navigation system of an autonomous mobile
object and over four years in Numerical Algorithms Group where his expertise were utilised in the
development and porting of numerical algorithms (the .Net optimisation routines that can be used for
machine learning) with some HPC (High Performance Computing) practices. He has also worked as a
visiting scientist in STFC (Science and Technology Facility Council), Daresbury Laboratories toward a
feasibility study of multiscale (ranging from Angstrom to meter) modelling for developing a distributed
system software for it.

General Co-Chair | Dr Hadi Heidari
Dr Hadi Heidari (PhD, SMIEEE) is a Lecturer (Assistant Professor) in the
School of Engineering and lead of the Microelectronics Lab (meLAB) at the
University of Glasgow. He received his PhD in Microelectronics from the
University of Pavia (Italy) in 2015, where he worked on Integrated CMOS
Magnetic Sensory Microsystems. He spent Postdoctoral at the University
of Glasgow before he joined the Glasgow College UESTC in 2016.
Dr Heidari is member of the IEEE Circuits and Systems Society Board of
Governors (BoG), IEEE Sensors Council Administrative Committee
(AdCom), IEEE Sensors Council Young Professional Representative and
Senior Member of IEEE. He is on the Editorial Board of Microelectronics
Journal, Guest Editor for the IEEE Sensors Journal, and Guest Associate Editor for the IEEE Journal of
Electromagnetics, RF and Microwaves in Medicine and Biology and IEEE Access. He serves on the
organising committee of several conferences including UK-China Emerging Technologies (UCET)
Conference, IEEE SENSORS’16 and ’17, NGCAS’17, BioCAS’18, PRIME’15, and the organiser of
several special sessions on the IEEE Conferences. He has a grant portfolio of £1M funded by major
research councils and funding organizations including European Commission, UK's Royal Society and
Scottish Funding Council. He is involved in the €8.4M EU H2020 FET Proactive on “Hybrid Enhanced
Regenerative Medicine Systems (HERMES)”.
Dr Heidari has authored or co-authored over 70 peer-reviewed publications in international journals or
conference proceedings and acts as a reviewer for several journals and conferences. He has received
several best paper awards from IEEE international conferences including ISCAS'14, PRIME'14,
ISSCC'16, and travel scholarship from IEEE NGCAS'17. He was a research visitor with the University of
Macau, China, and McGill University, Canada.
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WEDNESDAY 5TH SEPTEMBER
12:00

Tour of Cambridge
Details provided on Day 3

15:00

Day End

T9: ESYSTEMS ENGINEERING

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

DAY 2

PROF. PANOS LIATSIS

Khalifa University
Department of Electrical Engineering
Department Chair
Professor Panos Liatsis has a Diploma in Electrical Engineering from the University of Thrace in
Greece and a Ph.D in Electrical Engineering and Electronics from the Control Systems Centre at
the University of Manchester (UMIST). He commenced his academic career at the University of
Manchester, before joining City University, where he was a Professor of Image Processing and the
Head of the Information Engineering and Medical Imaging Centre. Panos is currently the
department chair of Electrical Engineering at Petroleum Institution (UAE). He is the author/coauthor of over 150 research publications in international journals, book chapters and conference
proceedings. He was the Programme Chair of the 9th International Conference in Systems, Signals
and Image Processing, and is involved in the Programme Committees of various IEEE/EURASIP
conferences, in the areas of image and signal processing. He has over 20 years expertise in the
development of advanced sensors, pattern recognition and intelligent systems, with focus on
medical imaging.
He is a member of the Peer Review College of the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council and regularly acts as a project reviewer and assessor on behalf of the Research Executive
Agency, the Research Promotion Foundation in Cyprus and the Hong Kong Research Grants
Council. He is a European Engineer (Eur Ing), a senior member of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers and a member of the Technical Chamber of Greece.

TRACK 1: DATA SCIENCE IN HEALTH
CO-CHAIRS: Dr. Tom Dawson, Dr. Mohammed Al-Jefery
Paper Title

Presenter

Can my home help me stay healthy? A person centric approach to AI,
Machine-Learning and Big Data in the Miihome project

Anthony Hodgson

Comparison Analysis of Machine Learning Algorithms to Rank
Alzheimer's Disease Risk Factors by Importance

Mohamed Mahyoub

Robust Interpretation of Genomic Data in Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD)

Jade Hind

H-Diary: Mobile Application for Headache Diary and Remote Patient
Monitoring

Ahmed Aljaaf

Diabetes Self-Management System: Review of existing systems and
potential enhancements

Fahad Darwish

Prediction of Parkinson Disease Using Gait Signals

Abir Hussain

Data Science to Improve Patient Management System

Dhiya Al-Jumeily

AI, Machine-Learning & Big Data Challenges in Miihome and Kinecting
Frailty

Majeed Soufian

Several Modulation Techniques for Gait Features Extraction using
Kinect Camera

Abdulhakim Elkurdi

TRACK 2: DATA SCIENCE IN REAL-WORLD
APPLICATIONS
CO-CHAIRS: Prof. Dhiya Al-Jumeily, Dr. Tom Dawson
Paper Title

Presenter

Short-Term Water Demand Prediction in Residential Complexes: Case
Study in Columbia City, USA

Salah Zubaidi

Artificial Swarm Intelligence Vs Vegas Betting Markets

Louis Rosenberg

TRACK 3: INTERNET OF EVERYTHING (IOE)
CO-CHAIRS: Dr. Ahmed Aljaaf, Dr. Mitra Srinjoy

STUDENT CHAIR: Samuel
Ryecroft

Paper Title

Presenter

Performance Evaluation of Data Scheduling in IEEE802.16e in VANET
Traffic Context

Raissi Khadija

Healthcare Services Innovations Based on the State of the Art
Technology Trend Industry 4.0

Dhiya Al-Jumeily

Fog Computing Framework for Internet of Things Applications

Khalid Hashim

Improve the Accuracy of Dirichlet Reputation System for Web Services

Harith Kadhim

IoT/IoE and Industry 4.0’s Maturity of RealTime Closed-Loop
Applications

Majeed Soufian

Development of a Preliminary Model Guide for Using Mobile Learning
Technology in Resource - Limited Primary Schools in Thailand

Suparawadee
Trongtortam

Power Management of Domestic Air Condition Units

Zinah Ahmed

INDUSTRIAL SPEAKER
DR. TOM DAWSON

Rescon Technologies
Managing and Clinical Director
Dr. Tom Dawson D.Phil (Oxon), MB.ChB, B.Med.Sci, DSportsMed is a clinician technologist who
comes from a clinical and academic background. He was the director of The Science and Medicine
of Athletic Performance at the University of Oxford until 2009 and has held a variety of clinical
posts, mainly in Sports Medicine. He has a wide cross sector background having been the military
medicine theme leader for the Haldane-Spearman Consortium and is an independent technical
advisor to the Defence Sciences Advisory Council (UK).
In 2011 Dr Dawson founded Rescon, and has since been working with his team on developing
performance and biological system evaluation frameworks incorporating advanced analytics
capabilities that utilise sensors, self-reporting and observational evaluation. These have been
developed in concert with assessment and development of state of the art wearables, funded by
the US military (DARPA) and the European Space Agency. Tom is the lead author on multiple
patents with 11 having been granted to date.

New Approaches to Data Analytics in Health and Social Care
This talk will outline a self healing network model approach to health and social care analytics. Top
level inputs will be described along with looped actions leading to a self improving model based on
iterative feedback. The practicalities of data collection and fusion will be discussed along with real
world examples to illustrate utility. Opportunities for new research and development of standards
frameworks will also be outlined.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

DAY 3

PROF. PÉTER ÉRDI

Kalamazoo College, USA
Professor of Complex Systems Studies
Dr. Péter Érdi serves as the Henry R. Luce Professor of Complex Systems Studies at Kalamazoo
College. He is also a research professor in his home town, in Budapest, at the Wigner Research
Centre of Physics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. In addition, he is the founding co-director
of the Budapest Semester in Cognitive Science, a study abroad program. Péter is a Member of the
Board of Governors of the International Neural Network Society, the Vice President of Membership
of the International Neural Network Society, member of the IEEE Computational Intelligence
Society Curriculum Subcommittee, and among others as the Editor-in-Chief of Cognitive Systems
Research. His books on mathematical modelling of chemical, biological, and other complex
systems have been published by Princeton University Press, MIT Press, Springer Publishing
house.

How to Play the Ranking Game?
Whether we like it or not, ranking is with us. We like ranking because it is simple and objective, and
dislike because it is biased and subjective. Actually, we don’t necessarily like always objectivity,
since we don’t mind if our performances, websites, businesses, organizations etc. have a better
image and rank as they deserve. In the lecture several topics will be discussed:
Are college ranking lists objective?
How to rank and rate countries based on their fragility, corruption or even happiness?
How to find the most relevant web pages and patents?
Parameter-dependence of the algorithms: Rank reversal
We all know in this room that the challenging question for the future is how to combine human
and machine intelligence…There is a website/blog to be followed: aboutranking.com

TRACK 5: DRONES & SENSING PLATFORMS
CO-CHAIRS: Prof. Andy Shaw. Dr. Hadi Heidari
Paper Title

Presenter

Requirements of an Underwater Sensor-Networking Platform for
Environmental Monitoring

Samuel Ryecroft

An Energy Efficient Tour Construction Using Restricted K-Means
Clustering Algorithm for Mobile Sink in Wireless Sensor Networks

Aram Rasul

Stair Fall Risk Detection Using Wearable Sensors

Malarvizhi Selvaraj

Aerial Investigations Corroboration for Archaeology and Monuments

Alexandru Chelmus

Multi-step Approach for Characterization of Artworks Based on
Hyperspectral Imaging and Complementary Techniques

Roxana Radvan

TRACK 6: SYSTEM OPTIMISATION & SECURITY
CO-CHAIRS: Prof. Dhiya Al-Jumeily, Dr. Nazila Fough
Paper Title

Presenter

Design Large Symmetric Algorithm for Securing Big Data

Ali Makki Sagheer

An Enhanced Neural Network Scheme to Model Pile LoadDeformation Under Uplift Loading

Ameer Jebur

A Holistic Abstraction to Ensure Trusted Scaling and Memory Speed
Trusted Analytics

Muhammed Agca

Detecting Distributed Denial of Service Attacks in Neighbour Discovery
Protocol Using Machine Learning Algorithm Based on Streams
Representation

Abeer Alsadhan

Traffic Load Reduction of Multi-owner, Multi-keywords and Multi-user
Searches Using Parallel Searching and Cache Trapdoors

Abir Hussain

Classification of Advance Malware for Autonomous Vehicles by Using
Stochastic Logic

Alsa Tabatabaei

An Energy Preserving Practical Security Assessment on Wireless
Body Area Networks

Sadeq AlHamouz

SPECIAL SESSION 1:
SUSTAINABLE ENGINEERING &
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES
CO-CHAIRS: Dr. Khalid Hashim, Prof. Dhiya Al-Jumeily

Paper Title

Presenter

A Study About the Effect of Bond Between Steel Reinforcement and
Concrete Under Fire Conditions

Zhaohui Huang

Sustainable and Environmental Friendly Ancient Reed Houses

Dhiya Al-Jumeily

The Development of an Arches Resource Model for Recording
Radiocarbon Information

Hiba Al Smadi

Microbial Risk Assessment to Estimate the Health Risk in Urban
Drinking Water Systems of Al-Hilla City

Khalid Hashim

Role of the Serum Calcium in Erythropoietin Responsiveness in
Anaemic Haemodialysis Chronic Renal Failure Patients

Mohammed AlJefery

SPECIAL SESSION 2:
SYSTEMS IN NUCLEAR ENERGY
CO-CHAIR: Dr. Majeed Soufian
Paper Title

Presenter

Intra-Core Optimal Sensor Placement for Nuclear Power Plants using
GAs

Majeed Soufian

On Sustainability of Nuclear Power Plants: Spent Nuclear Reactors

Majeed Soufian

Genetic Design of Dynamic Compensator for CANDU Reactor Safety
Systems

Majeed Soufian

Artificial Intelligence and Robotics for Future of Nuclear Industry and
Decommissioning: A Feasibility Study

Majeed Soufian

A Constraint-based Random Search Algorithm for Optimizing Neural
Network Architectures and Ensemble Construction in Detecting Loss of
Coolant Accidents in Nuclear Power Plants

David Tian

SPECIAL SESSION 3: ELEARNING &
ADVANCED ROBOTICS
Paper Title

Presenter

Learning Analytics and Serious Games: Analysis of Interrelation

Jamila Mustafina

Application of Machine Learning on Student Data for the Appraisal of
Academic Performace

Jamila Mustafina

Application of Learning Analytics in Higher Educational Institutions

Jamila Mustafina

Mobile Robot Navigation Network Failure Detection and Autonomous
Return Algorithms
Comparative Analysis of Mobile Robot Wheels Design
Real-time Video Server Implementation for a Mobile Robot

Evgeni Magid

Effective Robotics Education Surveying Master Program Students
Experiences in Robot Operating System Course
Development of a Graphical User Interface for a Crawler Mobile Robot
Servosila Engineer

TRACK 7: SENSING & COMPUTING SYSTEMS
CO-CHAIRS: Prof. Andy Shaw, Prof.

STUDENT CHAIR: Samuel
Ryecroft

Paper Title

Presenter

Spintronic Nanodevices for Neuromorphic Sensing Chips

Hadi Heidari

Perovskite Photodiode for Wearable Electronics

Rami Ghannam

Artificial Intelligence for Solar Energy Harvesting in Wireless Sensor
Networks

Rami Ghannam

The Evaluation of RTP Circuit Breaker Performance: Media Usability
Rule

Nazila Fough

TRACK 8: EROBOTICS & AI SYSTEMS
CO-CHAIRS: Dr. Hadi Heidari, Dr. Majeed Soufian
Paper Title

Presenter

Development of Robot-Human Imitation Program for Telerehabilitation
System

Rozita Jailani

A Novel Block-Based Programming Framework for Non-Programmers
to Validate PLC Based Machine Tools for Automotive Manufacturing
Facilities

Yanguo Jing

Soft Robot Arm for Assist Workers and Low Back Pain patients

Alaa Al-Ibadi

Toward Cyber Self-Defending Autonomous and Robotic Systems

Majeed Soufian

TRACK 9: ESYSTEMS ENGINEERING
CO-CHAIRS: Prof. Jamila Mustafina, Dr. Khalid Hashim, Dr. Hissam Tawfik
Paper Title

Presenter

Steganalysis System for Colour Steganographic Images Using Three
Different Techniques

Saad Amin

Big Data Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) for Multiscale Modelling
and Sustainability

Majeed Soufian

Measuring the Performance Characteristics of MBSE Techniques with
BIM for the Construction Industry

Jade Hind

Steganalysis of RGB Images Using Merged Statistical Features of
Color Channels

Saad Amin

Localized Deep-CNN Structure for Face Recognition

Jade Hind

ABSTRACTS
TRACK 1: DATA SCIENCE IN HEALTH
Can my home help me stay healthy? A person centric
approach to AI, Machine-Learning and Big Data in the
Miihome project

A J Hodgson, M. Soufian , I.
Caliskanelli , S. Nefti-Meziani ,
and J Drake

Older people who live alone want to stay at home for as long as possible and avoid unnecessary admission to
hospital or into residential care. In most developed and in many developing countries this is placing a growing
burden on social care and on healthcare. There is an extensive focus on exploring the ability of digital developments
such as remote and passive sensing, autonomous systems machine learning and big data to create solutions to
mitigate this burden. The MiiHome project [1] adopts a person centric approach to this and integrates input from
frail elderly people who live alone in sheltered accommodation, a large social housing provider clinical and social
care teams that are patient focussed and multidisciplinary assisting person-centered integrated care in the
residential homes was formed recently in 2015. The care organisation is also a “Global Digital Exemplar” within the
NHS in England. The project is using off the shelf technologies that are passive (zero effort) that are suitable for
the very elderly and often socially disadvantaged community that dominate the target population. Where possible
data is drawn from sources that are part of the fabric of a home such as electricity and water meters and passive
and door sensors as well as from installed sensors such as Microsoft Kinect [2]. The maturation of such platform
so that it initiates appropriate actions for the participant and their family, health and social care professionals, the
housing providers and the community at large is an enormous task. It not only raises complex ethical and privacy
issues, but takes place in a rapidly changing technological arena. The health technology assessment of proposed
new health technologies is not agile and can frustrate implementation of change to care pathways. Creation of
solutions requires close working between many different expert groups and above all must begin and end with the
person who lives in the home.

Comparison Analysis of Machine Learning Algorithms to
Rank Alzheimer's Disease Risk Factors by Importance

Mohamed Mahyoub, Martin
Randles, Thar Baker, Po Yang
and Dhiya Al-Jumeily

People have always feared aging, and the increasing rate of dementia disease caused this fear to twofold. Dementia
is irreversible, unstoppable and has no known cure. According to Alzheimer's Disease International 2015 and World
Alzheimer Report 2015, the estimated financial cost for healthcare services of Alzheimer's Disease is $1 Trillion in
2018. This paper discusses the importance of investigating Alzheimer’s Disease using machine learning, the need
to use both behavioural and biological markers data, and a computational method to rank Alzheimer’s Disease risk
factors by importance using different machine learning models on Alzheimer’s Disease clinical assessment data
from ADNI. The dataset contains Alzheimer’s Disease risk factors data related to medical history, family dementia
history, demographical, and some lifestyle data for 1635 subjects. There are 387 normal control, 87 significant
memory concerns, 289 early mild cognitive impairment, 539 late mild cognitive impairment and 333 Alzheimer’s
Disease subjects. We deployed different machine learning models on the dataset to rank the importance of the
variables (risk factors). The results show that some risk factors in subjects genetically, demography and lifestyle are
more important than some medical history risk factors. Having APOE4, education level, age, weight, family dementia
history, and type of work rank as more influential among Alzheimer’s Disease subjects.

Robust Interpretation of Genomic Data in Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)

Jade Hind, Dhiya Al-Jumeily,
Abir J Hussain, Casimiro
Curbelo Montañez, Carl
Chalmers and Paulo Lisboa

Within genomic studies, a considerable amount of publications have reported SNP variants associated with COPD
with little to no reproducibility. In this paper, we present a robust methodology which analyses a COPD cohort
dataset using a genome-wide association study, additionally an investigation of the associated results using a variety
of machine learning (ML) methods is performed. We use a logistic regression model to provide preliminary results
and for further analysis we use machine learning models, RF, MLP, GLM and SVM. Within this study, indications of
well established SNPs in previous publications occur in the preliminary results but fail to provide further indication
of associative relationship when using ML methods for classification purposes. Results within this study show little
to no predictive power after performing a robust methodology. These results indicate that a standardization of
practice should be implemented to ensure the publication of false positive results is reduced and deterred. Further
investigation of associative features should be considered a standard practice given the resulting information that
can be provided with its’ use.

H-Diary: Mobile Application for Headache Diary and Remote
Patient Monitoring

Ahmed J. Aljaaf, Dhiya AlJumeily, Abir J Hussain and
Mohamed Alloghani

The initial monitoring of patients with headache is an essential part of ongoing patient safety. Usually, patients are
asked to fill in traditional paper-based diaries or outcome measures (e.g., HIT-6 and MIDAS) on a regular basis to
measure the impact of headache on a patient's life. However, within publicly funded health care systems such as
the UK’s National Health Service (NHS), long term monitoring in neurology clinics appears not to be possible for all
patients with chronic headache due to the continued decline in funding over the past decade. Nowadays, there is
scope to improve patient monitoring and safety in the headache clinic by employing mobile health (m- health)
technologies. The M-health application represents an intelligent solution and holds potential to allow specialists to
monitor a larger number of patients than would be possible within the current service model. Mobile applications
could replace traditional paper-based diaries and outcome measures and provide several advantages including
improved monitoring of historical responses to therapies, improved recording of side effects and can be adapted to
improve communication between patients and clinicians. We therefore developed a mobile application-based
system to allow remote monitoring of patients with chronic headache.

Diabetes Self-Management System: Review of existing
systems and potential enhancements

Fahad Darwish, Dr Mohamad
Saraee

Diabetes is a global pandemic with growing devastating human, social and economic impacts. By 2025 it is
estimated that in the UK five million people will be diagnosed with diabetes and by 2030 diabetes will claim three
lives every ten minutes. According to the most recent reports, 10% of the British National Health Service (NHS)
budget for England and Wales is spent on diabetes, equating to £1.5m an hour. With diabetes increasing at its
current rate, this spending is unsustainable. The most shocking finding of this report is that almost four-fifth of NHS
diabetes spending is on preventable complications. Self-Monitoring and Self-Management systems play a significant
role in preventing and reducing diabetes complications. Minimising costs, and improving patient outcomes could be
achieved through self-management and empowering the diabetic patients with knowledge management (KM). This
research provides a review of existing monitoring and management systems which have been created by blood
glucose or insulin pump manufacturers. Initial findings suggest that profit rather than patient outcomes are the main
motivator behind the existing systems. To this end, this research proposes that the prevalence of personal
computers and mobile smart phones be leveraged to develop a web portal for diabetes self-management. This
overcomes the limitation of the existing system, which is lack of ability to communicate with health professionals
and none of the existing options are free to the patient. The portal would facilitate a closer relationship between the
medical and diabetic communities. This strengthened relationship would allow patient and doctors to work together
to find effectively ways in which the damaging effects of this disease can be reduced. The proposed portal will help
patients to record each imperative health factor. This would simultaneously allow the doctor access to real-time
monitoring and give them the ability to communicate directly with the patients. Additionally, this paper investigates
the potential advantages of integrating knowledge management approaches to disseminate and share knowledge
among related parties.

Prediction of Parkinson Disease Using Gait Signals

Haya Alaskar, Abir J Hussain

In the medical field, a number of data-mining methods and algorithms have been applied to help the decision-making
process extract meaningful information from medical data. The goal of data mining is to establish efficient analysis
and capture the hidden features of medical data. This paper is aims to find out the efficient model to identified the
Parkinson disease people. Some experiments will be run to classify healthy people from those with Parkinson's
disease. Data are recorded for 14 patients and 15 healthy individuals. A comparative study of the performance of
multilayer neural network, support vector machine and decision tree classifiers. the features derived from temporal
domain and frequency domain will be used to train each classifier. The performances of the classifiers are evaluated
using five metrics: classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve. The best classification accuracy achieved by multi layer neural network is 91.18% using the extracted features
and clinical information.

Data Science to Improve Patient Management System

Mohamed Alloghani , Ahmed J.
Aljaaf , Dhiya Al-Jumeily and
Abir J Hussain, Conor Mallucci,
Jamila Mustafina

The rate at which people miss hospital appointments has decreased but remains a big concern for health care
professionals as well as funding agencies. This research paper used an open data obtained from the NHS database
to determine the factors that may lead to missed appointments and create a model that can be used to predict the
likelihood of a patient missing an appointment. Logistic regression models and bivariate analysis were used to
determine whether there was a meaningful relationship/association between "did not attend" and forgetfulness,
gender, apathy, and transportation. An extensive literature review was conducted to narrow down the reasons that
might lead to missed appointments. In conclusion, the research showed there was a significant difference between
gender, type of clinic and apathy in organizations.

AI, Machin-Learning & Big Data Challenges in Miihome and
Kinecting Frailty

Majeed Soufian, S. NeftiMeziani, and A Hodgson

Considering ever increasing elderly population in UK and the rest of wold, their required cares, keeping their life
quality within acceptable standards and their wishes to leave independently, have resulted in ever increasing cost
and complexity of healthcare delivery to them. These have in turn put national health providers such as NHS and
care delivery organisations under more strain. In order to improve and provide a better care for globally ageing
population, and facilitate its delivery in terms of cost and reducing complexities the recent developments in the field
of assistive living technologies have widely attracted attention of health professional and researchers. My Intelligent
Home (MiiHome) project [1] with aim of assisting person-centered integrated care in the residential homes was
formed recently. As part of this project the development of a new eHealth application using the Microsoft Kinect for
elderly living independently at home with associated risk of inactivity, low mood, falls and increased frailty have been
considered. Kinect was used for remote monitoring and to provisionally validate the system’s ability to detect key
“indicators” of health events [2]. The large amount of data accumulated through the time, extremely large amount of
time to retrieve any data and their analysis were identified as the main obstacles in progressing the project further.
In this paper AI, machine-learning techniques, big-data approaches and analytics will be presented and discussed
to provide a solution, so that accumulated data can thoroughly and quickly be analysed for clinical significance and
become part of a meaningful medical record.

Several Modulation Techniques for Gait Features Extraction
using Kinect Camera

Abdulhakim Elkurdi and Samia
Nefti-Meziani

Gait analysis can be more reliable depending on the data rate of devices that are used for tracking the movement
of the body’s joints. The Kinect camera is considered as low data rate device comparing to other marker-vision
systems. In this paper, the Amplitude Modulation (AM) technique is proposed to extract several gait features that
can be more efficient comparing to the Frequency Modulation (FM) based on Kinect data rate. The extracted gait
features that are obtained by both techniques are applied to several supervised classifiers for evaluation system of
gait speed classification.

TRACK 2: DATA SCIENCE IN REAL-WORLD APPLICATIONS
Short-Term Water Demand Prediction in Residential
Complexes: Case Study in Columbia City, USA

Salah Zubaidi, Patryk Kot and
Rafid Alkhaddar, Hussein AlBugharbee

Shortage of freshwater resources and increasing water demand are significant challenges facing water utilities.
Accordingly, reliable and accurate short-term prediction is a valuable tool to efficiently operate and manage an
existing municipal water supply system. The present study aims to develop an accurate and easy to apply
methodology to predict the water demand based on past water consumption data. The proposed methodology uses
singular spectrum analysis (SSA) and a linear autoregressive (AR) model to forecast accurately the required water
quantities in forthcoming years. The SSA is used to clean the signal of structure-less noise. Then the AR is used to
describe the behaviour of the past water consumption data and then to forecast the daily expected water demand
in a short-term period. The suggested methodology is validated using daily water consumption data from July 2007December 2016 in Columbia City, USA, as inputs for the short-term model. The initial results show that the
suggested methodology, SSA-AR, has the ability to predict water demand accurately and outperform an AR model.

Artificial Swarm Intelligence Vs Vegas Betting Markets

Louis Rosenberg and Gregg
Willcox

In the natural world, Swarm Intelligence (SI) is a commonly occurring process in which biological groups amplify
their collective intelligence by forming closed-loop systems. It is well known in schools of fish, flocks of bird, and
swarms of bees. In recent years, new AI technologies have enabled networked human groups to form systems
modeled after natural swarms. Known as Artificial Swarm Intelligence (ASI), the technique has been shown to
amplify the effective intelligence of human groups. This study compares the predictive ability of ASI systems against
large betting markets when forecasting sporting events. Groups of average sports fans were tasked with predicting
the outcome of 200 hockey games (10 games per week for 20 weeks) in the NHL. The expected win rate for Vegas
favorites was 62% across the 200 games based on the published odds. The ASI system achieved a win rate of
85%. The probability that the system outperformed Vegas by chance was extremely low (p = 0.0057), indicating a
significant result. In addition, researchers compared the winnings from two betting models – one that wagered
weekly on the Vegas favorite, and one that wagered weekly on the ASI favorite. At the end of 20 weeks, the Vegas
model generated a 41% financial loss, while the ASI model generated a 170% financial gain.

Localized Deep-CNN Structure for Face Recognition

Adil Al-Azzawi, Jade Hind and
Jianlin Cheng

In face recognition, there currently exists a significant challenge, most prominent when complex conditions such as
large expression, pose, illumination, and even low resolution are introduced. Therefore, there exists a demand to
address this issue, particularly concerning the key challenge of efficient feature representation, appreciating the
extensive feature space that can be utilized to improve efficiency. This paper proposes a new approach in which a
localized Deep-CNN structure is applied to demonstrate its’ effectiveness and efficiency. The main contribution of
this model is to directly learn the localized visual features by splitting the learning face into four local blocks.
Intuitively, the Localized Deep-CNN model mimics the primary visual context to joint feature representations by
extraction to produce local relational visualized features for the learning face. Our Deep-CNN model achieves
97.13% accuracy rate on the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) dataset, compared to the human-level recognition
rate which is 98.76%.

TRACK 3: INTERNET OF EVERYTHING (IOE)
Performance Evaluation of Data Scheduling in IEEE802.16e
in VANET Traffic Context

Raissi Khadija

VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc Network) have become an exciting research going in the era of smart cities as a means for
increasing traffic safety and comfort. Nevertheless, VANETs possess some particular characteristics such as very
high mobility, encountering rapid changes of topology, frequent disconnected network and variable network density.
Gathered VANET traffic will be transferred from road side unit to base station which is responsible of routing traffic to
the data centre using long-range support like WiMax( Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) in smart city
solutions. As VANET have a special network behaviours and stringent traffic physiognomy, this work aims to
determinate the most suitable WiMax scheduler to support VANET traffic characteristics. For this purpose, we used
in this work a VANET traffic model as input to our NS3 simulation scenarios. In this paper, we evaluate three basic
scheduling algorithms (simple scheduler, simple priority, based real time polling service scheduler and migration
based uplink scheduler), mainly at the base station level in WiMax. We analyse their performance in the case of
VANET traffic context in order to find the best suitable scheduler in terms of throughput, latency, and reliability. Results
demonstrate that the simple priority based first come first served scheduler(simple scheduler) and a based real time
polling service scheduler (scheduler RTPS) outperform the migration based uplink scheduler (scheduler MBQOS)
when the number of nodes less than or equal to 20. On the other hand, the scheduler MBQOS is more effective for
higher network density and favors the real-time traffic in terms of reliability and delay.

Healthcare Services Innovations Based on the State of the
Art Technology Trend Industry 4.0

Mohamed Alloghani, Dhiya AlJumeily, Abir Hussain, Ahmed J.
Aljaaf, Jamila Mustafina and Egor
Petrov

The contextual compendium analysis presented in this paper focuses on the Industry 4.0 and healthcare services
innovation that relate to it. The appraisal discerns the specific components of Industry 4.0 and their related innovations
or contribution in the healthcare industry. The first component, Cyber- physical systems, has led to Medical Cyberphysical systems applied in different circumstance to improve the efficiency of service provision. The second
component, Internet of Things, has brought with it expanded networks, biosensors, smart pharmaceuticals, and other
artificial organs. The final component has inspired the integrated of Natural Language Processing model as a calmsystem operating in the background to complete a host of the process that improves diagnoses among other service
provision and assistance functions. Additionally, the paper discusses Cognitive Computing, mHealth, and eHealth as
emerging medicalfields that can benefit from Industry 4.0.

Fog Computing Framework for Internet of Things
Applications

Mohammed Al-khafajiy, Thar
Baker, Hilal Al-Libawy, Atif
Waraich and Carl Chalmers, Omar
Alfandi

Within the Internet of Things (IoT) era, a big volume of data is generated/gathered every second from billions of
connected devices. The current network paradigm, which relies on centralised data centres (a.k.a. Cloud computing),
becomes impractical solution for IoT data storing and processing due to the long distance between the data source
(e.g., sensors) and designated data centres. In other words, by the time the data reaches a far data centre, the
importance of the data would be vanished. Therefore, the network topologies have been evolved to permit data
processing and storage at the edge of the network, introducing what so-called "Fog computing". The later will
obviously lead to improvements in quality of service (QoS) via processing and responding quickly and efficiently to
varieties of data processing requests. Therefore, understanding Fog computing architecture and its role in improving
QoS is a paramount research topic. In this research, we are proposing a Fog computing architecture and framework
to improve QoS for IoT applications. Proposed system supports cooperation among Fog nodes in a given location, in
order to permit data processing in a shared mode, hence satisfies QoS and serves largest number of service requests.
The proposed framework could have the potential in achieving sustainable network paradigm and high- lights
significant benefits of Fog computing into the computing ecosystem.

Improve the Accuracy of Dirichlet Reputation System for
Web Services

Harith Kadhim and Huda Nawaf

With existing a huge amount of services these days, too many web services have been developed with the same
functionality. The problem arises that consumers of those services (usually designers of service-oriented applications)
cannot blindly distinguish good services from bad ones. Therefore, finding effective and objective reputation for web
services is important research topic. In this paper, Dirichlet reputation model has been improved for calculating
reputation score of web services. The model has been applied using DS-DREAM dataset. For comparison purpose,
the proposed system has been validated using QWS dataset and considered it as real score.

IoT/IoE and Industry 4.0’s Maturity of RealTime ClosedLoop Applications

Majeed Soufian

The term Industry 4 refers to the fourth industrial revolution, i.e. a cyber physical age, in which the interconnection of
many physical and digital technologies create an “Internet of Everything”. It is highly expected that this will lead to
radical transformation of every facet of social life as well as industrial automation processes, manufacturing,
businesses and so on in next 20 years. As a result we have already seen that much larger amount of data are created
in the Cloud in much shorter periods of time which require ever more sophisticated algorithms from internet of services
to process data quickly. Consequently the ability to follow Industry 4.0 revolution is especially prohibitive for heavily
regulated industries such as pharmaceutical companies [1]. In this paper, the maturity and Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) of real-time closed-loop systems in a typical Industry 4.0 IoT connectivity scenario is studied. The
robustness and stability of closed-loop systems are used as a measure of the maturity and TRL. It is shown that
having much larger data to transmit wirelessly through the internet and using analytics with more sophisticated
algorithms in the cloud causes congestion, packet loss, and long delays which jeopardise the real-time requirement
of closed-loop systems such as industrial control, automation processes and even applications such as video calling.
It has been shown that using RTP/UDP/IP transport protocol even with congestion control has limited success in
keeping the real-time constraint of closed loop systems. This is due to the variable time delay created by transmission
media. Alternative methods for coping with time delay and its variation in such IoT scenarios are presented here and
applied to the closed-loop control of a thermal process using a long wave IR (Infra-Red) camera as an example.
Finally, the acquired results show the effectiveness and real-time performance of the applied methodology in
comparison with RTP with congestion control.

Development of a Preliminary Model Guide for Using Mobile
Learning Technology in Resource - Limited Primary
Schools in Thailand

Suparawadee Trongtortam, Hulya
Francis, Mark Taylor, Sudirman
Sudirman and Andrew Symons

This paper examines a preliminary model guide for planning the use of Mobile Learning Technologies (MLT) in support
of primary school teaching practice and delivery. A Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) approach is used in this study.
The use of the SSM approach is aimed at allowing the analysis of participants’ viewpoints to direct future
developments in this area. Qualitative data has been collected through semi-structured interviews. The study sampled
fifteen (15) primary schools from various urban and rural parts of the Phitsanulok Province in Thailand. The group of
respondents consisted of seventeen (17) teachers and ten (10) school administrators, who were asked their opinion
of and attitude towards the proposed use of Mobile Learning Technology (MLT) at their school. The results of this
study have enabled the development of a model guide to facilitate the use of mobile learning technology to support
and extend the reach of teaching in primary schools in Thailand.

TRACK 5: DRONES & SENSING PLATFORMS
Requirements of an Underwater Sensor-Networking
Platform for Environmental Monitoring

Samuel Ryecroft, Andrew Shaw,
Paul Fergus, Patryk Kot and
Magomed Muradov, Adam Moody
and Laura Conroy

Wireless sensor networks have thrived over recent years, with conventional wireless sensor networks becoming an
ever-growing area of research. However, underwater wireless sensor networks are underdeveloped in comparison
with wireless sensor networks. This paper looks at several important considerations for wireless sensor networks
and underwater sensor networking platform targeted at environmental monitoring. Many requirements are
transferable from conventional wireless sensor networks and this paper looks at how these challenges have been
tackled. However, considerations such as energy efficiency hold a greater weight where sensor nodes are more
difficult to retrieve, consideration must also be given to other factors such as the impact of communication
technologies, communication distances, data rates and ease of deployment.

An Energy Efficient Tour Construction Using Restricted KMeans Clustering Algorithm for Mobile Sink in Wireless
Sensor Networks

Aram Rasul and Abdulbasit AlTalabani

There has been much research on efficient energy utilisation to prolong the life-span of wireless sensor networks
and other tiny devices, with various techniques deployed to address energy consumption issues. The aim of this
paper is to build on previous research and further investigate the use of a mobile sink for data collection in wireless
sensor networks. We aim to find an optimal path for a mobile sink to collect a single packet from each sensor via a
single hop and return back to the starting point such that, subject to the length constraint L, total energy wastage is
minimised. We have previously referred to this problem as the minimum energy cost mobile sink restricted tour
problem and showed that this is NP-hard. We were inspired by the concept of the k-means clustering algorithm and
propose a restricted k-means clustering algorithm. In this approach, we first divide the sensing field into a set of k
clusters such that the radius of each cluster is R, where R is the maximum transmission range of the sensor. We
iteratively increase the value of k until all the sensors are covered under the length constraint. Simplicity, efficiency,
and flexibility are the most important and distinctive features of this algorithm. The technique is implemented to
evaluate the algorithm and compare it to our previous algorithm. Our simulation results outperformed the previous
technique.

Stair Fall Risk Detection Using Wearable Sensors

Malarvizhi Selvaraj, Andrew Shaw,
Patryk Kot, Vasilios Baltzopoulos,
Constantinos Maganaris, Jeff Cullen
and Thomas O'Brien

Stair falls continue to be a prominent cause of unintentional injury in older people. They can result in significant
losses of mobility and independence, which greatly affects their quality of life, and in some cases can be fatal.
Research has demonstrated that ‘foot clearance’ and its variability are sensitive fall risk parameters during stair
negotiation. Foot clearance is defined as the distance between the foot and stair edge during the swing phase. Foot
clearance is different from other gait parameters; there is an explicit mechanism that links reduced foot clearance
to falls. Therefore, it is necessary to understand fall predictors and develop a system to reduce the frequency of
tripping related falls. However, there is no direct method to calculate foot clearance. Recently there has been an
increased interest in the development of portable sensor devices for measuring critical parameters of human
movement. This study investigates a new method for measuring foot clearance during stair ascent and descent in
six healthy adults. A shoe has been instrumented with sensors to calculate foot clearance and foot angle using a
VL6180X distance sensor and a BNO055 IMU sensor. A Lab VIEW program has been created to collect the sensor
data using a TI CC2540 low energy Bluetooth. One of the participants had less foot clearances compared to other
participants regardless of ascending and descending. This reduced foot clearance probably suggests higher risk of
tripping and slipping the steps during stair negotiation.

Aerial Investigations Corroboration for Archaeology and
Monuments

Alexandru Chelmus, Roxana
Radvan and Laurentiu
Angheluta

This paper presents the applications and improvements that aerial investigations bring to the cultural heritage. These
techniques can be used for archaeology (to identify or to map archaeological remains) or monuments (to analyze
their conservation status). As a case study, data gathered at the Monumental ensemble "Calea Eroilor" from
Romania are presented. The investigation was conducted using a thermal camera, LIDAR, a high resolution camera
and a multi spectral camera mounted on a 8 propellers UAV. The data is corroborated as layers in a pack using a
GIS software.

Multi-step Approach for Characterization of Artworks Based
Roxana Radvan
on Hyperspectral Imaging and Complementary Techniques
This paper presents an optimized approach for the characterization of complex painting layers and for the evaluation
of previous interventions on artworks. Focusing on the capabilities of hyperspectral imaging, which combines
spectral and imaging data, this specific approach reflects also the importance of complementary methods and
techniques, which have the ability to complete and to validate the results. Following the unique character of the
artworks, our goal is to emphasize the importance of data association for the characterization of complex structures
such as pictorial layers. The case study for our application was represented by an artwork attributed to Ştefan
Luchian, one of the most representative Romanian modern artist from the beginning of the 20th century. By
combining hyperspectral data with multispectral analysis, high resolution digital X-ray and XRF we were able to
develop a multi-step approach that can accurately document the key aspects regarding the state of conservation,
the execution technique, and also the features related to previous interventions. Moreover, by correlating the
aspects highlighted earlier we were able to use the resulted data for the artwork authentication.

TRACK 6: SYSTEM OPTIMISATION & SECURITY
Design Large Symmetric Algorithm for Securing Big Data

Omar Dawood, Ali Makki
Sagheer and Salah Rawi

Today several Institutions, organizations, companies and research centers deal with hundreds of gigabytes or
terabytes of the massive amount of renewable data every day. This large volume of the data requires an appropriate
algorithm to protect the sensitive data that may involve credential data. These important data may contain the
username and confidential password, financial accounts numbers, social security numbers, secret one-time
passwords of online access or digital certificates. The various types of data need high protection from stealing,
hacking or malicious actions. In this paper, we have proposed a large block cipher model by following the principles
of contemporary block ciphers criteria and implemented real designing steps of algebraic ideas. The proposed cipher
is considered as an extended cipher with a big size of encryption/decryption block of 512-bits and a key length of
128-bits which are expanded to reach 512-bits fit to the state matrix. This cipher is based on Substitution and
Permutation Network (SPN) structure with three layers of four iterated stages similar to the Advance Encryption
Standard (AES) structure, but with an extended size. A new non-linear S-Box It has adopted, new Shifting technique
and a distinct mix column of order eight as well as it uses a new technique in expanding key from 128-bits to 512bits. The proposed algorithm accepts the key length of 128-bits as the initial input of a secret key and the ciphering
key is expanded from 128-bits to 512-bits for the first round and the other expanded rounds. The key scheduling
technique uses two constant vectors in addition to some shifting steps and extra of XOR bit-wise operations.
Therefore, the expanded ciphering key with 512-bit will be generated recursively for each round in a fixed form.

An Enhanced Neural Network Scheme to Model Pile LoadDeformation Under Uplift Loading

Ameer Jebur, Bill Atherton,
Rafid Alkhaddar and Edward
Loffill

This study designed to explore load displacement of steel open-ended model piles driven in cohesionless soil and
subjected to axial uplift loads. The feasibility of a novel computational intelligence (CI) scheme to correlate the full
behavior of the pile load-deformation has also been examined. Self-tuning Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) training
algorithms, enhanced by the null-hypothesis tests (T-tests and F-tests), have been implemented in this process.
The pile aspect ratios were varied from 12, 17, and 25. The piles were tested using an innovative pile-testing
chamber in three relative densities of non-cohesive soil, ranging from dense, medium and loose sand. The prediction
metrics indictors demonstrate an excellent performance of the adopted modelling approach in capturing the full
behavior of the pile load-displacement, thus yielding a Root Mean Square Error, Determination Coefficient, and
Mean Absolute Error of 0.14, 0.96, and 6.8x10 -3 , respectively.

A Holistic Abstraction to Ensure Trusted Scaling and
Memory Speed Trusted Analytics

Muhammed Akif Agca

In this study, a trusted holistic abstraction is proposed and analytically discussed using universal scalability law and
Markovian chain Monte-Carlo method. Moreover, a feedback mechanism is modeled to explain the elasticity
performance of the proposed distributed system. The system extends the data locality to the edges in a trusted
manner and ensures trust while scaling the whole system and increasing the number of nodes. By the help of such
a trusted solution, lineage information of the data at the edges enable fault-recovery from an available checkpoint,
while maximizing the trustworthiness of the overall system. Innovative distributed data structures, make databases
fresh for all scaled nodes by unifying the memory resources; minimize the need to trusted third parties via trusted
distributed data structures, which uses checksums of the datum periodically. Hence, multi-layer neural networks
and hierarchical tree structures, has confidential data, can be updated and trained dynamically. Searching speed
and performance of an object or set of objects in massive systems is maximized while keeping the trustworthiness
of the total system. Initial results indicate that the trust cost worth to pay to scale and to keep the performance of
the whole system. The System also shows good elasticity in the case of sudden provisioning/de-provisioning of
control nodes. The proposed system also has satisfactory resource-allocation capability with efficient clustering
thanks to the introduction of distributed ledger-based transaction management and lineage data recording for
dynamic management of DAG structures, has sub-modular and disjoint cluster sets. Initial results of micro-blog
analytics indicate promising performance of unified batch/interactive/ad-hoc querying with the holistic abstraction.

Detecting Distributed Denial of Service Attacks in
Neighbour Discovery Protocol Using Machine Learning
Algorithm Based on Streams Representation

Abeer Alsadhan and
Mohammed M Alani

the rapid growth of the Internet usage has caused problem on Internet protocol address space. To solve the space
issue of Internet Protocol version 4 addresses, Internet Protocol version 6 was created to expand the availability of
address spaces. Internet Protocol version 6 is designed to overcome the main limitations of Internet Protocol version
4 including the lack of security and the exhaustion of Internet Protocol address space. Internet Protocol version 6

protocols are not well supported by Network Intrusion Detection System, as is the case with Internet Protocol version
4 protocols. Several data mining techniques have been introduced to improve the classification mechanism of
Intrusion detection system. In addition, extensive researches indicated that there is no Intrusion Detection systems
for Internet Protocol version 6 using advanced machine-learning techniques to ward distributed denial of service
attacks. With the increasing adoption of Internet Protocol version 6, Internet Protocol version 6-unique security
issues become more urgent to address. Unlike Internet Protocol version 4, Internet Protocol version 6 relies on
Internet Control Message Protocol version 6 in neighbor discovery. This means that blocking Internet Control
Message Protocol version 6 traffic to reduce the possibility of using it as an attack tool, is not a viable option in most
scenarios. One of the security threats posed by Internet Control Message Protocol version 6 is its possible use in
Denial of Service attacks. This paper introduces a machine-learning based system to detect Distributed Denial of
Service attacks that employ Neighbor Discovery protocol by using Machine learning techniques, due to the severity
of the attacks and the importance of Neighbor Discovery protocol in Internet Protocol version 6. Decision tree
algorithm and Random Forest Algorithm have given the highest accuracy result in comparison to the other
algorithms.

Traffic Load Reduction of Multi-owner, Multi-keywords and
Multi-user Searches Using Parallel Searching and Cache
Trapdoors

Belal Al-Maytami and Abir J
Hussain

With the development of cloud computing, sensitive information of outsourced data is at the risk of unauthorized
accesses and the cost of implementation. Several approaches have been provided to enable searching the
encrypted data to protect data privacy but can’t handle the problems of traffic load and searching time cost. To
combat this issue, this paper presents a cache algorithm for query in the user part to reduce communication cost
between the user and cloud provider. Also we propose a parallel searching algorithm to reduce the computation,
time of searching and traffic overload in cloud server.

Classification of Advance Malware for Autonomous
Vehicles by Using Stochastic Logic

Alsa Tabatabaei, Mohamad
Saraee and Ali Dehghantanah

Connectivity of vehicles allows the seamless power of communication over the internet but is not without its cyber
risks. Many IoT communication systems-such as vehicle-to-vehicle or vehicle-to-roadside -may require latencies
below a few tens of milliseconds to cope with arbitrary and open-ended circumstances. These systems have
severely limited resources. An autonomous vehicle, for example, can generate more tens of megabytes of data per
second. Therefore, many resource-constrained of IoT devices will rely on cloud services. Accordingly, the term
“cloud-to-things” was born. In such an interaction between IoT devices and cloud services, taking a system offline
for any reason - such as if a connected car were to be hacked - has significant consequences for the safety and
privacy of passengers and other citizens. These factors currently fall far outside what mainstream IT security
services can address: autonomous vehicles safety systems should be able to withstand attacks and continue to
function. To solve the issue, the operational requirements of safety features where close interactions between cyber
systems and physical systems occur need to carefully designed. The aim of this research is to propose an
implementation of stochastic SVM and ANN classifiers. This approach gives a machine the ability to make predictive
judgments about the effects of its actions as is shown in Fig.1. The system will train machine learning models both
through both supervised and unsupervised algorithms. Next, by applying the cognitive intelligence to that system,
the appropriate decisions on what to do about any detected situation will be performed.

An Energy Preserving Practical Security Assessment on
Wireless Body Area Networks

Sadeq AlHamouz, Ali M. ALNaimat and Ahmad Fraihat

Securing private data is the concern of every network user, especially if these users are patients who seek medical
attention and constant vitals monitoring. So, a dedicated set of wearable devices that are connected wirelessly to a
medical care institution are the simplest definition of a Wireless Body Area Network, which gives a patient the
freedom of movement while certain organs are constantly monitored. Securing the system against attacks on data
transmitted puts an overhead to the users and developers of these networks. A procedure called Practical Security
Assessment is a technique used to set security measures to detect attacks on the network. Almost all security
procedures add energy consumption of nodes in a network and some are not guaranteed to be efficient enough. In
this research, PSA was tested and proven to minimize the increment in energy consumption over a defined distance
between nodes to guarantee legitimate nodes are the only ones that are connected.

SPECIAL SESSION 2:
SUSTAINABLE ENGINEERING & ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES
A Study About the Effect of Bond Between Steel
Reinforcement and Concrete Under Fire Conditions

Jamal Khalaf, Zhaohui Huang and
Mizi Fan

This paper gives a parametric study on the bond behaviour of reinforced concrete beams under fire conditions. The
study identified some most important factors, which can affect the bond behaviour between concrete and reinforcement
for reinforced concrete beam at elevated temperatures. These factors such as: steel bar yielding, concrete cover,
concrete compressive strength and concrete spalling. The results indicated that concrete cover has a great influence
on the bond strength by providing the confinement to the reinforcement. Also, the impact of concrete spalling on the
beam is significant for both full bond and partial bond cases. In this study, finite element software VULCAN is used to
analyse the beam under fire condition.

Sustainable and Environmental Friendly Ancient Reed
Houses

Dhiya Al-Jumeily, Khalid Hashim,
Rafid Alkhaddar and Jan Lunn

This paper presents an investigation into the reed houses that was first built in Iraq 6000 years ago with different
methods and techniques used for construction these types of houses. Additionally, it presents a detailed comparison
between the reed and modern houses in terms of sustainability and environmental impact.

The Development of an Arches Resource Model for
Recording Radiocarbon Information

Hiba Al Smadi

Data and databases play an important role in managing heritage resources. Arches software is being used to design
and build a prototype radiocarbon date database or model in order to improve the way in which disparate radiocarbon
datasets are stored and shared. The database is one of many resource models designed within an Arches framework.
The model complies with the Council of Museums Conceptual Reference Model, which is an international standard for
the recording of heritage data. Arches are web-based meaning that the radiocarbon database will be fully accessible
online for data entry, querying and report production. The resource model will provide the next generation standard for
managing radiocarbon datasets and linking them with other forms of heritage data in a highly structured and coherent
manner.

Microbial Risk Assessment to Estimate the Health Risk in
Urban Drinking Water Systems of Al-Hilla City

Bareq Abdulhadi and Alaa Alfatlawi

The present study was conducted to assess the risk of infection and disease by Escherichia coli, (E. colli) faced by
community members of Al-Hilla city/Iraq due to microbial contamination of drinking water. During the year of 2017,
totaling 48 samples to identification and quantification analyzes of E. coli, and some water quality parameters. The risk
was calculated for microbial contaminant represent by E.coli. were conducted for treated, and distributed tap water and
the results were compared with the WHO limitations in order to show the potential health risks to local primary users.
As attempts to provide quantitative assessment of human health risk with ingestion of waterborne disease a stepwise
multiple linear regression models in three forms of transformation were used for each model to investigate which form
give the best fitting of data. The regression analysis was done by using (SPSS) program version (17). Standard linear
model was found to be the most suitable for all regression models. The best fitting of data gives the best model were
selected on the basis of the higher coefficient of determination (R2) value and smaller value of the standard error of the
estimate. Also the analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the significant difference at the 0.05 level. The
statistical analysis results revealed significant correlation between the number of infections of cholera, diarrhea, typhoid
and hepatitis disease with water quality parameters of treated, and distributed tap water. These findings reflect the
importance of prioritizing the resources for implementation and complementation of wastewater treatment plants in
order to prevent waterborne diseases in populations.

Role of the Serum Calcium in Erythropoietin
Responsiveness in Anaemic Haemodialysis Chronic Renal
Failure Patients

Bareq Abdulhadi and Mohammed
AlJaafari

The current study is devoted to examine the effect of the serum calcium level (in mmol/dl) on the rHuEPO EPIRAX) in
100 patients of different age group (20-65 years mean 42.5)of both sexes (35 female and 65 male) in haemodialysis
program. Experiments were carried out to examine the responsiveness of anaemic CRF patients in HD program to the
rHuEPO by the level of the PCV. Additionally, a comparison was conducted in terms of differences in the results
according to the changes of the level of the serum calcium, which may be fluctuated from patients to patients according
to the different causes. The results obtained showed that the serum calcium level in all studied cases has a direct effect

on erythropoietin treatment to anaemic HD CRF patients (p<0.05), which in turns indicates that the calcium plays a vital
role in the anaemia management.

SPECIAL SESSION 3: SYSTEMS IN NUCLEAR ENERGY
Intra-Core Optimal Sensor Placement for Nuclear Power
Plants using GAs

Majeed Soufian and M. Borairi

It is highly desirable to acquire maximum energy from nuclear fuel or simply to improve overall reactor performance
by consuming less fuel for the same energy output without compromising the safety of nuclear power plant. Despite
its importance from both economic and sustainability point of view, however safety and technical challenges make
achieving this very difficult if not impossible. For example, this requires tighter reactivity control by better conquering
reactor’s intrinsic multidimensional multiscale complex dynamics generated by many physical phenomena such as
fissions, thermal hydraulics and heat transfer reactions occurring at wide ranges of time and length scales. On the
other hand the defense-indepth safety system, by continuously monitoring and measuring in-core neutron flux and
relevant process variables in the threedimensional core reactor, is required to identify any potential hazardous
situation; if identified to trip and to protect the reactor against its possible consequences, and to ensure reaching a
fail-safe condition. Measurements are relevant for identification and prediction any unsafe condition which could be
related to overpower, Loss Of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs), slow loss of regulation, Loss Of Reactivity Control
(LORC), a localized peak anywhere in time-space coordinate throughout the core. This paper strives to find the
optimal locations of in-core sensors for determining the best margin to trip which minimises energy lost due to
derating and at the same time reduces the cost due to false trips by allowing for prediction of any unsafe condition
such as LOCAs or LORC. Complex dynamics of core nuclear reactor which hardly can be modelled by the first
principle and intractable relationship among trip parameters, safety and operating margins, make obtaining such
optimal locations and indirect adaptive trip margin optimisation challenging task as it is impossible to apply
conventional model based optimisation techniques for this purpose. In this paper, the extension of our analysis for
sensor location and optimal sensor placement [1, 2] for core nuclear reactor using Gas has been purposed. In the
first instance simulations using appropriate nuclear simulation software are naturally suggested for in-core flux
detectors for CANDU 6 reactor, which uses 58 platinum clad and 102 vanadium detectors.

On Sustainability of Nuclear Power Plants: Spent Nuclear
Reactors

Majeed Soufian and M. Borairi

The agreement on construction of the UK's most recent nuclear power plant was made around 30 years ago, while
the gap between Britain's energy consumption and production has increased enormously since then. As a result UK
has initiated a renewed commitment to nuclear power as a strategic energy source. As a consequence, the first of
some 19GWe of new generation plants are expected to be on line around 2022. Yet as the UK government launches
into an exciting new era of CO2-free power production, it is also mindful of the ongoing need to manage its legacy
spent fuel inventories, sustainability and safety of the 3rd generation power plants. In this paper these issues have
been discussed with a view on sustainability as the main criteria. In this direction, dealing with nuclear waste is the
first issue to bear in mind for obvious reason. Although most of produced nuclear wastes in UK are not due to
commercial nuclear power plants, however they still can be used in the spent nuclear reactors such as CANDU 6,
which produce secondary radioactive products with average half-lives of 300 years in comparison with 24000 years
half-live of Plutonium-239 produced in a typical PWR or BWR. On the other hand Tritium extracted from such
reactors can satisfy the demands of future generations of experimental fusion reactors like ITER. Introducing spent
nuclear reactor as a possibility to nuclear waste management opens further opportunities for analysis of safety and
control of such reactors. One of the advantages is on-line refuelling, i.e., these reactors do not undergo batch
refuelling, required in typical PWR. This has been achieved by using robotic machines to fuel the reactor with natural
uranium or any other types of spent fuels such as MOX and CANMOX during normal operation of the reactor. While
effectiveness of CANDU 6 reactor in comparison with other types of reactors (PWR, LWR) to manage nuclear waste
and to generate cheap electricity are examined, inherent safety created by design, the effect of reactor control by
reactivity, power measurements and calibration, exo- and Intra- core measurements, flux mapping, reactor
regulating system will be discussed.

Genetic Design of Dynamic Compensator for CANDU
Reactor Safety Systems

Majeed Soufian and M. Borairi

All current design of Canada Deuterium Uranium (CANDU) reactors use platinum in-core flux detectors for over
power protection. One design requirement for the overpower trip is to prevent power to coolant in any fuel channel
from exceeding a safe upper limit. However, since these detectors are less than fully prompt, even when new,

dynamic compensators are provided to speed up their response otherwise detector response to power increases
lags fuel power, i.e., there is effectively an unsafe error in measured power. Operating experience has shown that
the dynamic response of these detectors degrades with age (irradiation), adversely affecting their effectiveness in
responding to Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and Loss of Regulation (LOR) power increases. Not all detectors
will have the same prompt fraction. Aside from observed differences in the rate at which different detector prompt
fractions decline, it is also possible that some detectors have been replaced due to failure and may therefore be
significantly more prompt than the older detectors. However, for practical reasons (e.g., ease of configuration
control, maintenance of spares) it is preferred to use a common set of gains for all detectors, or in some stations
two sets of gains. Ideally, if relatively frequent compensator gain adjustments were to be made, front panel
adjustment should be provided, e.g., multi-position switches. However, this manual and expensive process not only
does not guarantee the adjusted compensator gain values are optimal but also does not provide immunity from
errors leading to spurious trips. Ideally, the dynamic compensator gains values for each ROP (Regional Overpower
Protection) detector must be adjusted individually. In this paper, the evolutionary Genetic Algorithms (GAs) search
and optimization techniques have been proposed as a means of tuning of the compensator parameters. It has been
shown that the use of GAs for this purpose greatly facilitates the tuning of such important parameters and improves
the effectiveness of the ROP systems.

Artificial Intelligence and Robotics for Future of Nuclear
Industry and Decommissioning: A Feasibility Study

Majeed Soufian and S. NeftiMeziani

In response to current consultation for future of robotics in nuclear industry specially in decommissioning, the
Autonomous System and Advanced Robotics Research Centre within University of Salford strives to find robotics
solutions that will address a variety of issues in nuclear industry for decommissioning in this paper. According to
Nuclear Decommissioning Agency (NDA) the cost of decommissioning and cleaning up of legacy nuclear waste in
UK exceeds an estimated of over £115 billion and will take over 120 years, which makes it the largest environmental
remediation project in Europe [1]. Despite this and the recent advancements in area of robotic systems and artificial
intelligence in last 10 years and their high level impacts on many area ranging from manufacturing to health and
social media, unfortunately the nuclear industry in general and in particular nuclear decommissioning have not
benefited from these developments as expected. For example nuclear decommissioning usage of artificial
intelligence and robotics are mostly limited to teleportation devices that relies heavily on human operators with very
low productivity due to wearing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), allowed active time in radiative environment
and so on. It is apparent that nuclear decommissioning tasks are fully performed in extreme environmental
conditions, highly dangerous to human life. While Robots have the capability to perform various related tasks in
decommissioning environment more accurately, continuously and in minimum time which maximise productivity and
safety rate as a consequence. It is therefore anticipated that impact of Robotics and AI on nuclear industry will
considerably be much higher than their impacts on other area in term of reducing cost and increasing productivity
considerably. In this paper, various robotics techniques will be considered and factor such as existing gap, obstacles
in their applicability, their risks, opportunities and challenges in nuclear industry and in particular decommissioning
will be studied to suggest a high level plan and roadmap for future development strategy of robotics in nuclear
industry. This will be supported by a survey and review of 5 key robotics area namely robotically enhanced operative,
cooperative robotics, workforce access robotics, robotic radiation and contamination monitoring, and autonomous
housekeeping. As a result core robotics technologies such as security (self-defence control strategies), navigation,
manipulation, vision and exoskeletons that make above areas of robotic an applicable solution to a specific challenge
or short come in nuclear domain will be identified as a possible technology transfer project and the maturity level of
these core technologies will be assessed using associated criteria. Based on these assessment the risks associated
with each projects, and in particular Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) technologies against innovative technology
development will be quantified.

A Constraint-based Random Search Algorithm for
Optimizing Neural Network Architectures and Ensemble
Construction in Detecting Loss of Coolant Accidents in
Nuclear Power Plants

David Tian, Jiamei Deng,
Gopika Vinod, T. V. Santhosh
Santhosh

One major accident of a nuclear power plant (NPP) is the loss of a coolant accident (LOCA) which is caused by a
large break in an inlet header (IH) of a nuclear reactor. This work proposes a constraint-based random search
algorithm for optimizing neural network (NN) architectures and ensemble construction in three stages for detecting
the break size of an IH of a NPP. In stage one, a number of 2-hidden layer, 3-hidden layer and 4-hiddden layer
network architectures are created using a proposed constraint satisfaction algorithm. Then, an optimised 2-hidden
layer network, an optimised 3-hidden layer network and an optimised 4-hidden layer network are chosen from these
architectures by training and testing them on a transient dataset of IHs and a linear interpolation dataset. In stage
two, the optimised 2-hidden layer network, the optimised 3-hidden layer network and the optimised 4-hidden layer
network are trained and tested iteratively 200 times on the transient dataset to further improve their performance. In
stage three, the optimised 2-hidden layer network, the optimised 3- hidden layer network and the optimised 4-hidden

layer network are combined into a neural network ensemble (NNE) using a weighted meaning approach. The results
show that the NNE outperformed the individual optimised neural networks in detecting the break size of an IH.

SPECIAL SESSION 3: ELEARNING & ADVANCED ROBOTICS
Learning Analytics and Serious Games: Analysis of
Interrelation

Egor Petrov, Jamila Mustafina,
Mohamed Alloghani, Lenar
Galiullin, Sin Ying Tan

The present level of the technology development gives various opportunities to implement methods never used
or seen before. Different solutions emerge, and one of the most critical goals for the scientific society is to
establish a strong link of the new technology with the methods used traditionally in particular areas. In this article
we would like to discuss how two relatively new approaches to education process, Learning Analytics (LA) and
Serious Games (SG), can interrelate between each other with reference to the classroom implementation. We
will review the role of LA in the context of SG and vice versa and discuss possible and actual limitation that could
confine the positive results of such interrelation.

Application of Machine Learning on Student Data for the
Appraisal of Academic Performace

Mohamed Alloghani, Dhiya AlJumeily, Abir Hussain, Ahmed
J. Aljaaf, Jamila Mustafina and
Egor Petrov.

Education With the inclusion and integration of internet and digital learning Education 2. 0 brought tools in the
different context of education. The use of social networking concepts such as chat rooms and the ever-growing
student data have placed education on the brink of becoming one of the craters and users of Big Data. As such,
this paper explores educational data mining techniques alongside some of the emerging learning analytics with
the objective of gaining insight into some of the common learning behaviors among students. The task at hand
embraces predictive analytics and it employs decision trees, neural networks, and Naïve Bayes algorithms to
classify and cluster student learning patterns that can explain academic performance. Predictive analytics has
emerged as one of the tools furthering adaptive learning among other life- changing novelties. Nonetheless,
integration of big data in academia is in its infancy although the western hemisphere is making progress towards
the integration. Such progress will increase the relevance of data mining in education and this paper envisages
to be among the first ones to address the applicability of machine learning in improving education. Hence, the
objective of this paper is to develop predictive models based on the decision tree, neural network, and Naïve
Bayes algorithms.

Application of Learning Analytics in Higher Educational
Institutions

Jamila Mustafina, Lenar
Galiullin, Dhiya Al-Jumeily, Egor
Petrov, Mohamed Alloghani ,
Ahmed J. Aljaaf

This article considers how teachers and university administrators can use a significant amount of data stored in
the information systems of institutions. Intelligent analysis of these learning processes is of great use in the higher
education system. The use of learning analytics (LA) by a large number of higher educational institutions shows
the interest and participation of universities in this matter. Learning analytics can tell a lot about the progress of
students and the environment in which learning takes place. Intellectualization of educational analytics will help
provide predictive models that can serve as a basis for quality assurance and quality improvement. This article
gives an idea of the current level of LA development at the international level. The article also draws conclusions
about the problems and limitations associated with learning analytics (LA). The existing experience has been
studied, and the conclusion have been made about the existing limitations that prevent the wider use of LA.

Mobile Robot Navigation Network Failure Detection and
Autonomous Return Algorithms

Neil Alishev , Roman Lavrenov,
Kuo-Hsien Hsia , Kuo-Lan Su,
Evgeni Magid

In this study, a trusted holistic abstraction is proposed and analytically discussed using universal scalability law and
Markovian chain Monte-Carlo method. Moreover, a feedback mechanism is modeled to explain the elasticity
performance of the proposed distributed system. The system extends the data locality to the edges in a trusted
manner and ensures trust while scaling the whole system and increasing the number of nodes. By the help of such
a trusted solution, lineage information of the data at the edges enable fault-recovery from an available checkpoint,
while maximizing the trustworthiness of the overall system. Innovative distributed data structures, make databases

fresh for all scaled nodes by unifying the memory resources; minimize the need to trusted third parties via trusted
distributed data structures, which uses checksums of the datum periodically. Hence, multi-layer neural networks
and hierarchical tree structures, has confidential data, can be updated and trained dynamically. Searching speed
and performance of an object or set of objects in massive systems is maximized while keeping the trustworthiness
of the total system. Initial results indicate that the trust cost worth to pay to scale and to keep the performance of
the whole system. The System also shows good elasticity in the case of sudden provisioning/de-provisioning of
control nodes. The proposed system also has satisfactory resource-allocation capability with efficient clustering
thanks to the introduction of distributed ledger-based transaction management and lineage data recording for
dynamic management of DAG structures, has sub-modular and disjoint cluster sets. Initial results of micro-blog
analytics indicate promising performance of unified batch/interactive/ad-hoc querying with the holistic abstraction.

Comparative Analysis of Mobile Robot Wheels Design

Ksenia Shabalina, Artur Sagitov
and Evgeni Magid

This paper considers a design of wheeled mobile robot platforms. Each platform is designed for a set of spe- cific
tasks and thus is supposed to work in previously known general conditions of its environment. A robotic system
could be constructed as a holonomic or a non-holonomic system, which directly correlates with a type of its wheels.
In this work we compare different types of mobile robot wheels, including conventional wheels, universal
omnidirectional wheels, Mecanum wheels, caster wheels, and steering standard wheels, and analyze the best
scenario of design application. This paper shares our experience in selecting wheeled platform design and could be
considered as a brief practical guideline for beginners in mobile robot platform design.

Real-time Video Server Implementation for a Mobile Robot

Ramil Safin, Roman Lavrenov,
Tatyana Tsoy, Mikhail Svinin,
Evgeni Magid

Most of robots are using vision for various applications. In some cases, mobile robots are provided with an
insufficient onboard processing hardware, and therefore video from cameras needs to be transmitted in an efficient
and reliable way to a more powerful system for further off-board processing. Multiple difficulties could be faced
during video streaming software development, including high latencies, network congestion, packet losses,
distortions and others, which makes trade-offs between video quality, bitrate, frame rate, and packet loss inevitable.
Thus, the key problem is to find such parameters, which will satisfy the specified needs. In our work we implement
a video streaming server on mobile robot Servosila Engineer. A set of experiments demonstrated that high bitrates
and frame rates increase load on CPU. Packet losses could be mitigated by decreasing bitrate to 100-200 kbps.

Effective Robotics Education Surveying Master Program
Students Experiences in Robot Operating System Course

Tatyana Tsoy, Leysan Sabirova,
Roman Lavrenov and Evgeni
Magid

After a long period of stagnation in the last decades of 20th Century Russia started investing into development of IT
and engineering education. In 2017 Kazan Federal University launched a novel master program in Intelligent
Robotics, which was established based on the analysis of curriculums of world leading universities in robotics field
and is being taught in English language. The paper presents result of surveys that were conducted among first year
students of Robot Operating System (ROS) course, which serves as a basic backbone of the program. We analyzed
dynamics of English language comprehension, self-efficiency, and active learning strategies among students within
a semester while highlighting their attitude and motivation to study ROS as a part of robotics education. Special
language environment was created during the class that allowed students to obtain positive results of material
comprehension in English language. Additionally, a significant increase of motivation in studying robotics was
observed among the students.

Development of a Graphical User Interface for a Crawler
Mobile Robot Servosila Engineer

Evgeni Magid, Roman Lavrenov
and Ilya Mavrin

Nowadays some manufacturers in an attempt to decrease a product price and this way to increase its
competitiveness on the global market offer robots with high- quality hardware, but with a very basic software. For
this reason, a user often cannot exploit all available functionality of a robot. These circumstances force users to
develop their own software, aimed to add some new features and fix bugs of the original software. In this paper we
present graphical user interface development for Russian crawler robot Servosila Engineer.

TRACK 7: SENSING & COMPUTING SYSTEMS
Spintronic Nanodevices for Neuromorphic Sensing Chips

Siming Zuo and Hadi Heidari

Recent developments in spintronics materials and physics are promising to develop a new type of magnetic sensors
which can be embedded into the silicon chips. These neuromorphic sensing chips will be designed to capture the
biomagnetic signals from active biological tissue exploited as brain-machine interface. They lead to machines that
are able to sense and interact with the world in humanlike ways and able to accelerate years of fitful advance in
artificial intelligence. To detect the weak biomagnetic signals, this work aims to develop a CMOS-compatible
spintronic sensor based on the magnetoresistive (MR) effect. As an alternative to bulky superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) systems, the miniaturised spintronic devices can be integrated with standard CMOS
technologies makes it possible to detect weak biomagnetic signals with micron-sized, non-cooled and low-cost. Fig.
1 shows the finite element method (FEM)-based simulation results of a Tunnelling-Magnetoresistive (TMR) sensor
with an optimal structure in COMSOL Multiphysics. The finest geometry and material are demonstrated and
compared with the state-of-the-art. The proposed TMR sensor achieves a linear response with a high TMR ratio of
172% and sensitivity of 223 µV/Oe. The results are promising for utilizing the TMR sensors in future miniaturized
brain-machine interface, such as Magnetoencephalography (MEG) systems for neuromorphic sensing.

Perovskite Photodiode for Wearable Electronics

Reza Saberi Moghadam, Rami
Ghannam, Hadi Heidari

Photodetectors are sensing devices that have been used for a broad range electromagnetic wave sensing
applications. In this work, we have demonstrated the use of CH3NH3PbI3-xClx perovskite materials for photo
sensing applications in wearable electronic devices. Our photodetectors were fabricated from two different
structures. The first involves the formation of a thin film perovskite material that is sandwiched between bottom and
top contact electrodes, while the second involves using hole and electron transport layers between the bottom and
top electrodes. Despite a poorer device stability, our experimental results confirmed that devices without an
interlayer yield superior performance. Furthermore, AFM results show that the perovskite film formed on top of the
PEDOT: PSS layer is non-uniform with more crystalline domains, while it has better surface coverage on top of bare
ITO substrates [1-3].

Artificial Intelligence for Solar Energy Harvesting in
Wireless Sensor Networks

Rami Ghannam, Paulo Valente
Klaine, Glauber Brante, Hadi
Heidari, Muhammad Imran

Solar cells have been extensively investigated for wireless sensor networks (WSN). In comparison to other energy
harvesting techniques, solar cells are capable of harnessing the highest amount of power density. Furthermore, the
energy conversion process does not involve any moving parts and does not require any intermediate energy
conversion steps. Their main drawback is the inconsistent amount of energy harvested due to the intermittency and
variability of the incoming solar radiation [1]. Consequently, being able to predict the amount of solar radiation is
important for making necessary decisions regarding the amount of energy that can be utilized at the sensor node.
We demonstrate that artificial intelligence (AI) can be used as an effective technique for predicting the amount
incoming solar radiation at these sensor nodes. We show that a Support Vector Machine (SVM) regression
technique can effectively predict the amount of solar radiation for the next 24 hours based on weather data from
previous days. We reveal that this technique outperforms other state of the art prediction methods for WSNs. To
assess the performance of our proposed solution, we use experimental measurements that were collected for a
period of two years from a weather station installed in Beijing.

The Evaluation of RTP Circuit Breaker Performance: Media
Usability Rule

Nazila Fough, Fabio Verdicchio,
Colin Perkins, Gorry Fairhurst

With the fast-growing market of Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC), the demand for real-time
communications and WebRTC-enabled devices has increased sharply. The high demand for video and voice calling
features over the Internet and the increase in transmission of high-quality RTP applications such as audio and video
teleconferencing and peer-to-peer, mechanisms that ensure multimedia flows do not congest the Internet are crucial
components of the network. These applications often use RTP/UDP/IP transport protocol and if the congestion
control is not implemented in these applications, then a network congestion might lead to high delay, packet loss
and furthermore a congestion collapse. The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) Circuit Breaker terminates
RTP/UDP flows that cause excessive congestion in the network. This paper evaluates the performance of RTP CB
when uncontrolled RTP/UDP traffic is competing with congestion-controlled TCP traffic over a path with limited
capacity. Based on the results of this evaluation, the proposed algorithm for designing the RTP circuit breaker will
be evaluated. The TCP traffic in these experiments are controlled with TCP Cubic and TCP New Reno. Also, we

consider the experience of multimedia users, accounting for all outcomes to all users: those congesting the network
(usually are those high rate video flows who are going to be punished with termination of their flows by RTP circuit
breaker), those who don’t (and are rewarded by reduced congestion) as well as those who, without severely
congesting the network, obtain little quality from a multimedia session and consume network resources to no avail.
The performance of RTP Circuit breaker in competing with different TCP traffic also is studied; when RTP compete
with TCP Cubic and once it competes with TCP New Reno over a shared limited capacity. Finally, the suggestion
to improve the performance of RTP circuit breaker algorithm and its media usability rule is proposed. The results
show that the proposed suggestions improve the performance of RTP Circuit Breaker media usability rules to avoid
wasting network resources on flows that deliver no quality to the user.

TRACK 8: ROBOTIC & AI SYSTEMS
Development of Robot-Human Imitation Program for
Telerehabilitation System

Rozita Jailani

This paper presents the development of a robot- human imitation program which will be used in a telerehabilitation
system for children with disabilities. The purpose of this project is to provide an easier and more efficient way of providing
a rehabilitation process for children with disabilities, especially for autistic children. The number of autistic patients
needing rehabilitation is increasing rapidly and with the problem of shortage of professional therapist, this can be an
alternative solution to assist the therapist during rehabilitation period. Therefore, robot-human imitation program is
developed consisting of autonomous programmable humanoid robot NAO and Microsoft Kinect as the motion- sensing
input device. The imitation program is conducted by sets of instructions given to the patients to imitate certain pose
done by humanoid robot NAO. Microsoft Kinect Sensor is used to determine whether the imitation follows the required
criteria or not. Matlab software interacts with both humanoid robot NAO and Microsoft Kinect Sensor to perform the
rehabilitation program. The number of trials needed to achieve the required imitation will be translated into points and
these points will be uploaded into online database for record and evaluation process.

A Novel Block-Based Programming Framework for NonProgrammers to Validate PLC Based Machine Tools for
Automotive Manufacturing Facilities

Yanguo Jing and Wolfgang Koehler

An automotive manufacturing cell typically con- sists of multiple stations, controlled by a single industrial programmable
controller. Design flaws or assembly mistakes are normally discovered during the highly time-constrained integration
phase, which leads to time loss and inefficiency. This paper presents a novel domain-specific ’language’ to eliminate
the PLC experts from the testing process, to minimize input from operators and to reduce cost significantly. The
proposed ’language’ was inspired by widely available educational robotic toys, built on a block based programming
environment, which allows for intuitive interaction with novice users. A comparison and evaluation study has been
carried out to compare the new framework to the traditional process of building equipment for an automotive
manufacturing cell. The study has shown that the proposed ’language’ not only eliminates the need for PLC experts, in
the testing process, but also reduces the time needed for setup and testing by 90%. In addition, the high level of
abstraction decreased the potential for programming errors by 95%.

Soft Robot Arm for Assist Workers and Low Back Pain
patients

Alaa Al-Ibadi, Samia Nefti-Meziani,
and Steve Davis

In this paper a continuum robot arm based on self-bending contraction actuator (SBCA) is designed and implemented.
A two-finger soft gripper is mounted to the end of the robot arm to grasp a variety of object sizes, shapes and weights.
The proposed continuum arm is designed to assist the workers and the patients of low back pain who could not bend
their bodies to pick up an object from the floor.

Toward Cyber Self-Defending Autonomous and Robotic
Systems

Majeed Soufian

Autonomous and robotic systems, ranging from self-driving car to assistive robotics and beyond, can now be considered
as an important component in everyday life of the civilians with increasing impact. While autonomous and robotic
systems have partly made their recent progress in general due to the popularity and advances in techniques such as
IoT, internet of services and cloud, however they have also opened a gateway of threads and attacks by hackers and
various malicious software toward vulnerabilities of autonomous and robotic systems (see for example the report by

CNN [1]), which made securing such systems a serious challenge. Apart from health, safety and privacy issues that
these vulnerabilities can cause, they may also trigger a lack of public support for such systems as taking these
applications off-line could be an unattainable option for obvious reasons. Unfortunately despite the clear need for
protection against such threats and the limited success of current IT and network security trends, the cybersecurity of
autonomous and robotic systems has attracted less attention among research community and internet scientists than
commercial and office-based counter parts. Following initial success of the methodology in self-defending control
strategies [2], the aim of this paper is to extend this concept and propose an alternative but well-structured defence in
depth solution to basic and common cybersecurity threats such as overloading to typical autonomous and robotic
systems. As it has been shown in above figure, by directly implementing a generalised observer and a knowledge base
system in endpoints, the cognation and perception capability of the autonomous systems have been strengthen to
identify any possible attack or threat. If identified then using various conventional or AI techniques it can classify the
attack accordingly so that it can take appropriate measure to deal with it. Above architecture, in contrast to conventional
network security services that only monitor network traffic, it also uses all available measurements and their derivatives
such as energy and power, set points and other possible perceptions in order to build a well-structured defense
mechanism in endpoints and hence named self-defending. For demonstration purposes some results are presented.

TRACK 9: ESYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Steganalysis of RGB Images Using Merged Statistical
Features of Color Channels

Mudhafar Al-Jarrah, Zaid
Rasool, Saad Amin

This paper presents a steganalysis model that uses an enhanced grayscale statistical feature set, in the detection
of data hiding in uncompressed RGB color images. A dataset of 3000 RGB images is created, using natural images
from public sources, in TIFF and JPEG formats, that are converted to BMP format and resized to 512x512 pixels.
The clean images are embedded with secret image data, using two payload schemes, 2 bits per channel (bpc) and
4 bits per channel. The selected feature set consists of 24 features per color channel, 72 features per image, which
includes the Gray Level Co- Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) features, Entropy features, and statistical measures of
variation. The feature set elements are calculated for individual channels, combined into image features vector. The
steganalysis process is based on supervised machine learning, utilizing the Support Vector Machine (SVM) binary
classifier’s implementation in MATLAB. The results show very high detection accuracy for the two cases of 2-bpc
and 4-bpc embedding schemes. Also, there are no noticeable differences in the detection accuracy between the
two sources of images, even though un-compression of the JPEG images has reduced their noise contents. The
paper ends with a conclusion and suggestions for future work.

Steganalysis System for Colour Steganographic Images
Using Three Different Techniques

Saad Amin and Ahd Aljarf

Various steganalysis methods have been introduced in the literature. These methods have been developed to
combat specific steganography techniques and to detect data hidden in specific image formats. However, no single
steganalysis method or tool can detect all types of steganography or support all available image formats. One of the
problems is the need for a more general system to cover different types of image formats and the ability to detect a
wider range of stego images, as blindly created by many steganography methods. This paper has presented an
image steganalysis system to distinguished between clean and stego images using three different techniques. The
first technique is the extraction of a large number of image features from the colour gradient co- occurrence matrix
(CGCM). The second is the extraction of a number of histogram features by exploiting the histogram of difference
image, which is usually a generalised Gaussian distribution centred at 0. Finally, the CGCM features and histogram
features tested were merged to improve the performance of the system. Merging two different types of features
allows one to take advantage of the beneficial properties of each in order to increase system ability in terms of
detection. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed system possesses reliable detection ability and
accuracy. The proposed system is a more generalized detector than previous systems, covering a wider variety of
stego image types and image formats. In addition, experimental results show that the proposed steganalysis system
performed considerably better than some previous detection methods.

Big Data Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) for Multiscale
Modelling and Sustainability

Majeed Soufian

The key challenges of the 21st century, i.e. energy, global climate, health and security concerns, will be linked to
our ability to manipulate and image matter at the scales from single atoms (10-10m) to living cells (10-6m) and
beyond [1]. This is because majority of physical phenomena, natural and synthetic processes such as earth Allen
belt, crystallisation, fuel cell design, nuclear reactor design, toxicity in lungs and other diseases are by nature
occurring at wide ranges of time and length scales, which require various physics such as QM, MD, and CFD in
order to study, analysis, model and simulate them. This has led to many attempts to extent the deployment of current
physics limitations and developing beyond the state-of-the-art modelling techniques including mesoscale methods,

Lattice Gas Cellular Automata (LGCA), Lattice Boltzmann Equation (LBE), Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD),
Langevin equation and Stokesian Dynamics (SD) with some success. As an alternative practical solution in this
paper we consider developing a hierarchical paradigm as an infrastructure for future software development in which
the synergy among the scales for performing multi-scale modelling will be created by parametric coupling among
them. For this purpose, it is necessary that a set of services be provided by re-engineering current available
applications or functional components in each scale. These services offers flexibility in selecting an appropriate level
of complexity for the physical models coded in the software and hence realistic processing-times, scalability for
parallel processing [2] and porting of both legacy codes and industrial codes to high end machines. On the other
hand, this makes it possible to achieve parametric coupling by implementing an end-user centred computationalresource that can incorporate and mediate between a hierarchy of services, which in turn provides flexible integration
by requiring well-defined open environment interfaces specifically within the context of the work-flow environment
of industrial and application-driven processes. Having open environment interfaces provides the opportunity for
incorporation of the open-source developers such as industrial expertise, mathematical and physical scientists to
create new tools by mashing-up their process model with above services, so that the resulting computationalresource will be agile with regard to user requirements, reusability and sustainability itself.

Measuring the Performance Characteristics of MBSE
Techniques with BIM for the Construction Industry

Alan Martin Redmond

Simulations and Modeling allows for integrating disciplines to make key decisions involving trade-offs based on
resilience, cost systems engineering, cost effectiveness analysis and affordability trade space throughout the system
life cycle. The methodology of this paper is to focus on measuring the performance characteristics of Model-Based
System Engineering (MBSE) techniques with Building Information Modeling (BIM) for the construction industry. The
paper will showcase the types of ‘education and training environment’ required for using MBSE as a form of adaptive
engineering. The support elements of the presented systems will highlight the strategy, and implantation actions
that identify, develop, and acquire Training Aids, Devices, Simulators, and Simulations (TADSS) to maximize value
and effectiveness.
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